IMAGINE FOR A MOMENT YOU ARE IN A SITUATION
WHERE ESCAPE IS IMPOSSIBLE. NOT THOSE
OCCASIONAL BAD DAYS WHEN LIFE PROBLEMS
SUMMATE AND PRODUCE A FEELING OF NO WAY OUT.
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news
by Jay Mallonee

I

nstead, envision a more
active process, one in which
you begin to understand that
the inevitable catastrophic
consequences are unavoidable. You
try plan A, then B, and C. Finally, you
realize nothing will work. Then the
assault begins. If you survive, there
may be a psychological price to pay,
one that could last a lifetime.
This is what happened to the wolf
I studied who was taken from the
wild and placed into captivity. Her
name was Tenino, apparently named
after the town where Wolf Haven
International was located. Wolf Haven
was a sanctuary near Olympia, WA,
that housed wolves that had been taken
from misguided people who attempted
to raise them as pets, or were removed
from breeders who used them to
produce hybrid wolf-dogs. Tenino
was the only wolf from the wild. Like
others in Wolf Haven’s enclosures, her
background was another tragic story.
She had come from the Ninemile
pack in western Montana, an area of
steep mountains carpeted with thick
forests and lush, open valleys below. In
1990, the original six pups were born,
one of which was Tenino. By the age
of three months, their mother’s radio
collar was found cut and thrown into
the Ninemile River. Presumably she
had been shot. This left the father, the
alpha male, with many mouths to feed.
By then he was also radio collared
and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
biologists were able to monitor his
approximate whereabouts.
The Ninemile Valley was located
about twenty-five miles northwest of
Missoula and next to Interstate 90. On
the other side of the interstate was a
population of elk, and the alpha male

she had killed two sheep.
crossed the highway on a regular basis
to hunt this area. One evening, when
Management policy at the time
the pups were six months of age, the
stated that any wolf found to have
male left for his usual hunting grounds.
killed livestock would be relocated
He never returned. His body was
somewhere else. If the wolf repeated
found on I-90, having been hit by a
the offense, it was to be killed. Tenino’s
vehicle.
time was up. Because of her young
The pups were now alone, not yet
age, however, biologists thought she
old enough to fully understand what
might adapt to a captive life. Once
was on the menu or how to catch it.
again, she was chased down with a
Until the pups could hunt on their
helicopter and shot with tranquilizers.
own, biologists laid out road-killed
Wolf Haven was contacted and a deal
deer for them to eat and hoped they
was made. Instead of death, Tenino’s
would not learn to kill the domestisentence was commuted to life in
cated livestock that lived in the area. At
prison, and she arrived at her new
almost a year old,
several of the pups,
including Tenino,
THE PUPS WERE NOW ALONE,
crossed over the
mountains to a
NOT YET OLD ENOUGH TO
nearby ranch and
apparently killed
FULLY UNDERSTAND WHAT
two yearling steers.
The U. S. Fish and
WAS ON THE MENU OR HOW
Wildlife Service
biologists used a
TO CATCH IT.
helicopter to capture most of the
pups. The chopper
hovered above the tree tops, scaring
home in June 1991. Three weeks later
the wolves out into the open; the biolshe was joined by another recruit, Joe,
ogists then swooped down and shot
and they remained enclosure mates
them with tranquilizing darts. Tenino
for the remainder of their lives. Eleven
and two other pups were placed in a
months after their arrival, I began my
kennel for several days and fitted with
study.
radio collars. They were transported
to Glacier National Park in northwest
Effects of Capture
Montana and released. For about
All animals, including humans, live
a week, they stayed together then
in their own specific world and
went their separate ways. Two of the
respond to the environment based
pups were eventually shot by ranchon their physiology, anatomy, perers. Tenino, however, crossed over
ceptual abilities and past experience.
the Continental Divide into eastern
This is referred to as the animal’s
Montana. She was found near the town
Umwelt. Capturing them in the wild
of Dupuyer by agency biologists, where
disrupts or destroys their previous

Gray wolf in Flathead National Forest, Montana : Photo by John Hyde
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from all sides as did the food truck.
She ran from all of them while the
captive-born wolves approached,
knowing food was coming. Air
traffic from nearby Fort Lewis and
Olympia Airport, along with jet
liners from SeaTac airport, regularly
f lew over the enclosure. Tenino
would look up with ears back and
body crouched and track the planes
across the sky. No other wolf did that.
Loud gunshots occasionally rang
out next to the enclosure from the
neighboring farmer’s property, along
with thunderous “booms” from the
nearby bombing range at Fort Lewis.
Alaska wolf in Glacier Bay National Park hunting sockeye salmon: Photo by John Hyde
Even the crowds from Wolf Haven’s
weekend Howl-ins increased Tenino’s
Umwelt, and the animals must con- included hypervigilance (extreme
hypervigilance and avoidance, but
struct a new, subjective world based
attentiveness), sleep problems, exagger- there was nowhere to go. There was
on their captive conditions. Success
ated startles (overreactions to sudden
some good news, however. Because
would be contingent on not only the
sounds or actions), avoidance of activi- wolves are social creatures, I made my
animal’s adaptability but also on their
ties (especially human-oriented) and
activities as predicable as possible—
access to the tools needed for build- in her case looking up at aircraft.
opposite of the keepers. Eventually
ing a new Umwelt, such
my presence calmed her
as proper housing, adedown, and her anxiety
quate space, food and low
increased when I left. I
SHE WAS LOOKED UPON BY
stress. Other than food,
was the only human, in
Tenino received none of
her mind, that had not
SOME PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY
the other requirements,
tried to cause her harm,
especially low stress.
and I had become a
THOSE WHO HAD CAPTURED
Removing animals
calming influence.
from the wild can cause
Although sympaHER, AS “INCOMPLETE” OR
them extreme psychothetic, the staff members
logical stress which often
at Wolf Haven often
SOMEHOW LESS WORTHY
is more detrimenta l
perpetuated Tenino’s
OF THE EMOTIONS AND
than physical trauma.
symptoms because they
The study revealed that
did not understand or
INTELLIGENCE THAT SHE
Tenino suffered from
realize the extent of her
post-traumatic stress
condition. For example,
ACTUALLY DISPLAYED.
disorder (PTSD), usually
the head keeper reported
caused by factors that
that when he arrived at
are uncontrollable and
her enclosure one eveunpredictable. It began at the moment
Unfortunately, captivity only perpetuning, Tenino appeared calm and stood
of capture. Like an alien abductee,
ated these symptoms.
looking at him from across the encloTenino didn’t know what kind of
Although the enclosure that
sure. He was not aware that I had left
machine was chasing her, who was in
housed Joe and Tenino was not
a remote camera that showed her trotit, or their intentions. And it happened
viewed by the general public, it was
ting anxiously to find a place to hide
twice. At Wolf Haven she displayed a
still akin to a fish bowl from Tenino’s
as he approached. Her flight distance
range of classic PTSD behavior that
perspective. The keepers approached
was beyond the fence and she had no
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choice but to eventually hold still as he
arrived, but as far away as she could.
Like the other keepers, he insisted
that Tenino had adapted to captivity, especially when they enticed her
with hot dogs. Regardless, the Board
of Trustees seemed to understand that
captivity was a problem for Tenino, but
providing the appropriate care had
become problematic.
I have found that when organizations are faced with a difficult dilemma
they have two choices: confront the
problem and solve it, or become more
entrenched in ignorance and try and
cover up the issue instead. Wolf Haven
chose the latter. My data threatened
the Board of Trustees, because they
apparently thought it potentially made
Wolf Haven look bad. The reality was
they initially had the fortitude to take
Tenino when others would not, but had
become scared at the notion of helping
her. They could have educated the public about Wolf Haven’s attempt to help
a wild animal and make themselves
look good in the process. Instead, I was

accounts for only 1 percent of tumors
found in domestic dogs. This indicated
to me the stress levels I had measured
during my study had an impact as
she aged. Her immune system must
have become greatly compromised for
her to acquire such a strange form of
cancer.
People are often captives of
their own Umwelts and are unable
to envision the capacity or capability
of others. Apparently, it was Tenino’s
misfortune not to have been born
human. She was looked upon by
some people, especially those who
had captured her, as “incomplete” or
somehow less worthy of the emotions
and intelligence that she actually
displayed. Wolves are individuals.
Their world is as real to them as ours
is to us. Tenino’s life demonstrated this
concept clearly and poignantly, and
brought meaning to her life and clarity
to mine.

fired and the Board members continued with the status quo despite what
the data demonstrated.
Lessons Learned

Seven years later, a former student sent
me a page from Wolf Haven’s most
recent newsletter which announced
the death of Tenino. She had died at
the age of eleven. Most captive wolves,
at least at Wolf Haven, lived fifteen or
sixteen years. Few died at Tenino’s age.
The picture in the article showed an
old, beleaguered wolf which I found
shocking. I remembered her when
she had been years younger, trotting
around the enclosure looking up at
aircraft and attempting to hide when
the keepers approached. Perhaps this
explained the picture I saw and her
early death, or maybe she had died
younger for other reasons. However,
the article explained she had died of
sinus cancer, an unusual disease. It

A copy of the published study on Tenino can be downloaded or read at
www.wolfandwildlifestudies.com/researchpapers.php.]

Memorials

Friends of Animals has received kind donations
in memory of the following individuals:
Elizabeth Ann Lemlich

Lillian Sweet

Bear Heinz

Big Dog

Stewart R. (Bud) Unangst, Jr.

Brigitte von Bulow

Chucky

Henry

Maxine E. Lorber

Tiger Quas

Fifi

Frankie

Joseph J. Higgins, III

B. Myers

Pumpkin

Good Kitty

Sarah Estrella Perez

Summer Rosenthal

Cuji

Meadow

Robert Groves

Moe Mercado

Bon

Cooper

Mellissa (Pumpkin) Nieman

Baggio Moorhouse

Munchie

Morris

Gail Whiteside

Oliver

Lola

Rasputin

Stanley Kaufman

Angel

Gandalf

Sparkle

Stephen Kredel

Moo Shoo Madan
Baby Teheen
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